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Context: Evaluating Image Descriptions

•Existing automatic metrics conflate various criteria implicitly into a single score

•Our contribution: An image-aware metric named VIFIDEL

1. Measures faithfulness of description w.r.t. the image

2. Explicitly takes image content into account

3. Also works in the absence of reference descriptions!

VIFIDEL in Brief

•Extension of Wasserstein distance with weighted Euclidean distance

•Uses information from the images in the form of detected objects

•Consensus-based scores for multiple references

Formally

•For image I and description S:

VIFIDEL(I, S) = exp

(
−min

T≥0

n∑
i,j=1

Tijcost(i, j)

)
where transport matrix Tij contains information about the proportion of semantic content
from the image to the description; cost = weighted Euclidean distance.

•To weight importance of word k with a penalty according to human references:

ρIk =
1

M

M∑
r=1

(
1−maxt∈{RI

r} cos(xk, xt)

2

)
where {RI

r} is the set of content words in the rth reference for image I ;
xt is the word embedding for word t;
M is the number of human references for the image.

•The cost (weighted according to human references) is:

cost(i, j|RI) = ‖ρIixi − ρIjxj‖
p
2

At a Glance
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Reference	descriptionsTest	image

a	black	cat	standing	next	to	a	ball	and	some	encyclopedias.
Candidate	description

cat encyclopediasbook ball

ρ(cat)	=	(0	+	0	+	0	+	0.25	+	0.25)	/	(5*2)	=	0.05

ρ(encyclopedias)	=	(0.46	+	0.79	+	0.73	+	0.73	+	0.46)	/	(5*2)	=	0.32

a	small	cat	standing	on	some	books	on	a	desk.
a	gray	cat	standing	on	top	of	a	blue	notebook.
a	cat	stands	on	a	binder	on	a	desk	next	to	a	pc.
a	small	gray	kitten	standing	on	a	binder
a	small	kitten	is	standing	on	books	and	binders.

c'( cat , cat )	= 

c'( , encyclopedias )	=book

ρ(cat)	 ρ(cat)	xcat xcat* - *|| ||2

ρ(book)	 xbook xencyclopedias* - *|| ||2ρ(encyclopedias)

ρ(book)	=	(0.26	+	0.69	+	0.71	+	0.71	+	0.26)	/	(5*2)	=	0.26
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•Weights are computed for encyclopedias, cat and books

•The word cat has a low penalty score

•The penalty scores are then used as weights to compute the cost.

Properties

• Semantic matching instead of string matching

• Scores even in the absence of references

•Highly scalable compared to SPICE (dependent on linguistic re-
sources)

•Complements fluency-based metrics

•References are only used to weigh the importance of objects and
words

•Extendable with other attributes including the environment

•Language agnostic

• Implementation is open source (QR code below)

Evaluation
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Accuracy as a function of # References

• VIFIDEL is more stable and consistently outper-
forms other metrics for all numbers of references.

Comparison

References
0 1 5 48

BLEU1 - 0.58 0.61 0.62
BLEU4 - 0.56 0.59 0.60
ROUGEL - 0.58 0.61 0.64
METEOR - 0.62 0.66 0.68
CIDEr - 0.60 0.66 0.68
SPICE - 0.65 0.69 0.69
WMDbest - 0.66 0.70 0.70
WMDworst - 0.66 0.66 0.66
LM 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54

VIFIDELgold 0.68 0.69 0.70 0.71
VIFIDELD500 0.69 0.71 0.72 0.71

VIFIDEL+LM 0.69 0.70 0.71 0.71
VIFIDEL+CIDEr 0.69 0.71 0.72 0.72

Claim: VIFIDEL is useful for fine-grained measurement of descriptions


